The idea that aging follows a somewhat predetermined sequence of events, a program, while debated for decades ([@B1][@B2][@B7]), has been discredited by most contemporary authors and evolutionary aging theorists, in particular. At present, the overwhelming view among experts is that aging derives from multiple forms of molecular damage that steadily accumulate with age and lead to the functional and physiological decline characterizing aging ([@B8][@B9][@B13]). Although single-gene manipulations in model organisms can delay aging ([@B14]), the prevailing hypothesis is that they do so by improving maintenance and repair functions that slow down damage accumulation ([@B10], [@B12]). Likewise, the idea that aging originates in development, also called the developmental theory of aging, has been largely discarded ([@B8], [@B15]). Even though in invertebrates, and in worms, in particular, links between development and aging have been reported ([@B16][@B17][@B18]), their relevance to mammals has not been established.

Recent results from mice, monkeys, and humans show a strong overlap between gene expression and DNA methylation changes during aging and changes occurring during development ([@B19][@B20][@B21]). Taken together, these findings suggest that, indeed, some aspects of mammalian aging may follow predetermined patterns encoded in the genome as part of developmental processes and provide the strongest evidence to date that aging in mammals is at least partly programmed, suggesting a new layer of mechanisms of aging. Here, I review these recent findings and put forward a model of how programmatic features originating in development may contribute to aging. Because, unlike other authors ([@B1]), my model does not assume aging to have evolved for a purpose (*i.e.*, I do not defend that aging is adaptive), it can be reconciled with evolutionary theories of aging and, in particular, with antagonistic pleiotropy.

TRANSCRIPTIONAL AND EPIGENETIC CHANGES DURING MAMMALIAN AGING ORIGINATING IN DEVELOPMENT
========================================================================================

Changes in gene expression during mammalian aging have been traditionally seen as the result of damage accumulation and related transcriptional responses (reviewed in ref. [@B13]). Several recent studies, however, suggest that such changes may be, in part, the result of genetically regulated processes or predetermined mechanisms. Somel *et al.* ([@B19]) measured mRNA, microRNA (miRNA), and protein expression levels in the prefrontal cortex of humans and rhesus macaques over their lifetime. They found that the majority of genes and miRNAs differentially expressed during aging are also differentially expressed during development. Some aging changes represent reversals, while others represent extensions of developmental patterns. The authors then link gene expression changes to specific miRNAs and transcription factors, showing the action of regulatory interactions throughout the life span, and, thus, suggesting a link between developmental regulation and aging ([@B19]).

Working with mice, Lui *et al.* ([@B21]) also employed gene expression profiling to compare changes during aging with those occurring during development in the kidney, liver, and lung. The same researchers had earlier found evidence for a genetic program coordinating growth deceleration ([@B22]) and focused their analysis on the period of juvenile growth deceleration. Like Somel *et al.* ([@B19]), Lui *et al.* ([@B21]) found that many age-dependent gene expression changes, including those in cell-cycle-related genes, originate in development and in particular during the period of juvenile growth deceleration. These authors argue that the genetic program that coordinates growth deceleration during development persists into adulthood and may contribute to age-related physiological and functional decline ([@B21]).

At the epigenetic level, evidence is also emerging of regulated developmental processes having detrimental roles during aging. Working in mouse muscle, brain and liver, Takasugi ([@B20]) found a correlation between DNA methylation changes in the juvenile-to-adult period and those in the adult-to-aged period. In other words, DNA methylation changes after adulthood were often a reflection of same direction changes during development ([@B20]). Because DNA methylation changes are tissue-specific, which Takasugi also observed, this emphasizes the role of regulatory mechanisms rather than random damage accumulation. Takasugi\'s interpretation is that DNA methylation changes in adults appear to be "an extension of more prominent changes during growth, rather than a process of deterioration, which starts after adulthood" ([@B20]).

PROGRAMMATIC FEATURES OF AGING
==============================

In invertebrates, it has been known for decades that progression through normal development can trigger or at least accelerate aging, and preventing developmental transitions can often extend life span ([@B17], [@B18]). This is clear in C. elegans in which developmental arrest *via* the alternative dauer pathway greatly extends life span. Moreover, the rapid decline and death following reproduction of the Pacific salmon have also been interpreted by some authors as a case of programmed aging ([@B1], [@B4]), even if it can be seen as an exception to the rule ([@B23]). The recent results in mice, monkeys, and humans are remarkable because they suggest the same may be true for mammals as well, even if to a smaller extent. As such, these findings represent a shift in paradigm with far-reaching implications on the theoretical nature of the aging process and for tackling aging and age-related diseases.

Although the recent results do not prove that aging is caused by sequential changes in gene expression or DNA methylation, they provide strong evidence that gene expression and epigenetic changes during aging are not primarily a result of stochastic damage but rather are a product of regulated processes. Some of the gene expression and epigenetic changes originating in development may well turn out to be detrimental during aging or reflect developmentally triggered changes, for instance, in cell proliferation or differentiation, that alter gene expression patterns. Either way, it seems that not only in invertebrates but also in mammals, aging has a programmatic component, which originates in developmental mechanisms. The gene expression patterns and the underlying regulatory factors identified link developmental processes to aging in a nonrandom way; the complex patterns observed (*e.g.*, the reversal in gene expression changes at specific time points in the life span observed by Somel *et al.*; ref. [@B19]) cannot be explained by the null hypothesis of a lifelong accumulation of damage. This is akin to results from worms showing that a large fraction of age-related gene expression changes are regulated by three specific transcription factors ([@B16]), which follow from earlier observations in invertebrates suggesting that changes in gene expression with age are not merely the outcome of accumulated damage but can entail developmentally timed transcriptional regulation in adults ([@B24]). The fact that genes involved in the progression of the developmental program are also involved in age-related gene expression supports the case for developmental genes and processes also being important causal factors in aging.

Results at other biological levels also suggest a link between aging and development. Network analyses hint at a relationship in mammals between the genetics of aging and development ([@B25]). It has long been known that neuroendocrine changes during aging reflect to some degree changes during development ([@B5]). Similarly, presbyopia (or far-sightedness) is thought to derive from the continual growth of eye lenses ([@B26], [@B27]), which can be seen as an example (albeit admittedly unique) of physiological changes determined by the genetic program that continue into adulthood and eventually become detrimental. Developmental pathways may promote changes in adult tissues that predispose to cancer ([@B28]), and it was previously hypothesized that processes that decrease brain plasticity early in life may continue later in life and contribute to cognitive aging ([@B29]). Functional genomics has also revealed an up-regulation with age of genes related to blood coagulation, which may equally be seen as an extension from early developmental processes ([@B30]). Lastly, RNA editing levels have been reported to decline with age in a gene-specific fashion in the human brain ([@B31]). Since RNA editing is tightly regulated during development, and in some cases, it is believed to represent regulated processes ([@B32]), it is possible that RNA editing alterations late in life in the human brain represent an extension of developmental processes that are under genetic regulation. Therefore, the emerging picture is one of multiple processes whose trajectories throughout the life span are set during development and become detrimental later in life (**[Fig. 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}**). In addition to molecular changes, developmental processes could result in cell- or tissue-level deregulation that does not entail molecular damage; in fact, many of the aging gene expression changes observed may reflect developmentally triggered changes in cell populations, in tissue microenvironment, or in systemic factors.
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The involvement of miRNAs suggested by Somel *et al.* ([@B19]) is another fascinating angle. In worms, miRNAs have been previously shown to regulate developmental timing and life span, in line with the idea of an intrinsic clock mechanism ([@B33]). The work of Somel *et al.* ([@B19]) extends to mammals the possibility of a developmental clock modulating aging and suggests a role for miRNAs in this process. Given the mounting research on miRNAs, including in human longevity ([@B34]), it is tantalizing to speculate that many miRNAs regulate some aspects of aging in specific or across multiple tissues.

Another emerging area of potential relevance to programmed aging is epigenetics. Studies in humans have shown that early development can cause epigenetic marks that persist in adulthood ([@B35]), and epigenetic changes during aging are starting to be linked to development. Working in human dermal fibroblasts, Koch *et al.* ([@B36]) found evidence that aging entails regulated developmental mechanisms at the level of DNA methylation. This follows from the same researchers\' previous work on mesenchymal stromal cells showing age-related methylation changes in developmental genes ([@B37]). Methylation patterns observed during aging in differentiation and developmental genes, such as homeobox genes, were interpreted as evidence that developmental processes regulated by specific epigenetic modifications contribute to aging ([@B37]). Human aging-related methylation changes have also been shown to occur preferentially in developmental gene promoters ([@B38]). As such, epigenetic regulation of gene expression is a candidate master regulatory mechanism of gene expression changes with age. The recent results showing similar trajectories of epigenetic changes during development and aging support this idea ([@B20]). In the future, it will be interesting to study how broader epigenetic alterations early in life are maintained or modified during aging in more tissues and organisms.

EVOLUTIONARY INTERPRETATIONS AND IMPLICATIONS: THE "SHORTSIGHTED WATCHMAKER"
============================================================================

Selection may establish a given trajectory for developmental processes (*e.g.*, epigenetic changes, cellular differentiation, gene expression changes), yet these processes may continue beyond maturity and become detrimental later in life ([Fig. 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). Evolutionarily, these would be cases of antagonistic pleiotropy ([@B39]), a well-established concept in the evolutionary theory of aging. Although the idea that aging has programmatic features rooted in the genome is a new paradigm for research on metazoan aging, it does not conflict with the evolutionary theory of aging; these deleterious features can be seen as specific examples of age-dependent pleiotropic decline ([@B4]). The patterns observed by these recent studies are consistent with the following model: they were optimized for reproduction and then, because of lack of selection, they extend past the age at which they are optimally useful, finally becoming detrimental late in life. In other words, there is no evidence that these patterns were selected for their detrimental effects during aging (*i.e*., group selection) but are rather the product of a shortsighted watchmaker. The genetic programs continue to be executed later in life because there is insufficient selection to change or stop them. Although some programs may involve active processes that contribute to dysfunction or disease (*e.g.*, presbyopia), others may cause a gradual decrease in some biological parameter, like cessation of growth or terminal differentiation of a particular cell type. Nevertheless, it is the residual effects of these developmental programs that become detrimental.

One of the great mysteries of the biology of aging is the diversity of life spans and aging rates between different species, including similar species, like mammals ([@B26], [@B40]). The great differences in rates of aging, even when animals are kept in captivity, suggest some level of genetic regulation ([@B41]), although the underlying causes remain unknown. If the timing of aging is to some degree set by developmental processes, then this would help explain the great variability of lifespans observed in nature. Across species, a very strong correlation exists between the time it takes an organism to reach maturity and how long that organism can expect to live afterward ([@B42], [@B43]). Therefore, the reason a mouse normally lives only 2 and up to 4 yr after reaching maturity while a human may live over 100 may be in part because the developmental processes that have a negative effect later in life progress slower in humans than in mice. Within mice and rats, growth and maturation have also been, respectively, negatively and positively associated with longevity ([@B44], [@B45]).

If an organism\'s development is seen as building a house, then developmental processes (which could have a physiological, cellular, or molecular basis) are all the construction workers who perform tasks like laying the bricks, plastering the walls, and carpeting the floors. One would expect these workers to follow a blueprint that would tell them when to stop. But imagine that the blueprint only tells some of the workers when to start and the pace at which to perform their tasks. Provided these are well timed, the workers can construct a functional house with everything in place at a given time, but what happens next? The bricklayer may continue laying bricks after the house is finished, which at first is only a minor inconvenience until living space is substantially diminished, and even the structural integrity of the house is threatened. Likewise, ever-increasing layers of carpets will eventually prevent doors from opening, and ultimately, nobody will be able to get in or out of the house. The programmatic features of aging that originate in development are like instructions to construction workers that tell them the pace at which they must work to build a house that reaches its functional peak, much like reproduction, but do not tell them when to stop and thus eventually their essential tasks early in the house\'s construction become detrimental and ultimately destroy the house. When looking across species, the pace at which the house is built is inversely proportional to its functionality, and crucially, it will be directly proportional to how quickly it will decay and crumble.

A critical paradigm of aging research is caloric restriction (CR), which was interestingly initially discovered by Clive McCay and colleagues as a test of the hypothesis that stunted growth extends life span ([@B45], [@B46]). Given that CR delays growth and development, it has been hypothesized that CR works, at least in part, by delaying the progression of the genetic program ([@B4], [@B21]). The fact that CR can extend life span even if started well after maturity is irrelevant to the shortsighted watchmaker hypothesis. Going back to the house construction analogy, CR slows down the construction workers and hence the house\'s functional decline, independent of whether they have finished the house, though of course an earlier slowing down will lead to a greater extension in functionality.

EXPERIMENTAL PERSPECTIVES FROM MICE TO HUMANS
=============================================

Curran and Ruvkun ([@B47]) performed a screen for life-extension effects among genes essential for worm development by inactivating the genes in adult animals. They found multiple genes that extend life span when inactivated postdevelopmentally, and even observed stronger life-extension effects than those observed in traditional screens ([@B47]). Such results clearly support the thesis of this work, though a similar approach in mammals is currently not feasible. Because programmatic features of aging are both subtle and intrinsically linked to growth and development in mammals, testing the hypothesis put forward herein *via* manipulations of genes or pathways involved is extremely complicated, for any gross manipulation (*e.g.*, gene knockout) is likely to cause problems prior to adulthood. The use of conditional knockouts in mice may allow researchers to overcome this problem and test the role of genes identified thus far in high-throughput experiments in a more specific fashion. Unfortunately, the cost of life span experiments in mice impedes the sort of large-scale approaches that are possible in invertebrates, and thus, a better understanding of these programmatic features of aging is necessary to better prioritize candidate genes for further experiments. Nonetheless, to my knowledge, the proof of concept that adult inactivation of developmental genes in mammals extends life span has not been demonstrated, and this would be a crucial experiment even if shown for a single gene.

The recent explosion in functional genomics and systems biology offers opportunities to begin to model the genetic programs that determine who we are and how we develop. It is my view that the systematic analysis of the genome coupled with the integration of these models with aging changes at different biological levels could help us begin to unravel these mechanisms and develop more precise genetic interventions (*e.g.*, using the rich tools available for mouse genetics) to test the role of developmental genes in mammalian aging. I think the timing of developmental processes that have an impact on aging is set by complex gene networks, and to understand these, we will need to understand the intrinsic, complex nature of human biology. Unraveling the intracellular developmental programs also merits further attention ([@B48]).

Extreme life extension (nearly 10-fold) has been observed in worms with a prolonged developmental time ([@B49]). Although slow development is often associated with pathological processes in mammals, a few intriguing paradigms may be suitable for further study. Chief among these is the case of a teenage patient who has the physical appearance of an infant and whose study may provide clues about the genetic determinants of the pace of development ([@B6], [@B50]). Some mouse strains may also be suitable for further experiments, such as the POSCH-2 strain that exhibits delayed reproduction ([@B51]), and to my knowledge its aging process has not been studied.

If human aging is not merely the outcome of a build-up of stochastic damage, and some developmental programs contribute to aging, then this may increase our chances to identify therapeutic targets both for longevity enhancement and disease prevention. Assuming that there are specific instructions in the genome that drive aging, then this opens new avenues for interfering with such instructions in adulthood to combat age-related diseases. It is tempting to speculate that, for example, specific transcriptional regulators may be identified that can be suitable drug targets to retard or halt some forms of age-related decline.

CONCLUSIONS
===========

It is well established that some modulators of aging, like endocrine mechanisms and TOR, have pleiotropic effects ([@B4], [@B5], [@B7]). The recent functional genomics results, however, suggest a regulatory level in aging-related changes that alters our interpretation of aging. Even if they were not selected for such a purpose, it appears that the genome does, indeed, contain instructions that drive aging in animals. This clearly contradicts the prevailing paradigm and views of many experts ([@B8]).

The model put forth herein does not explain all facets of aging. Some forms of damage, such as damage to the DNA ([@B52]), are still likely major causal factors in mammalian aging, and many age-related changes, like clots in arteries and misfolded proteins in the brain, are likely due to the accumulation of junk. What the new results in mice, monkeys, and humans reveal is an additional and underappreciated layer of aging mechanisms, consisting of developmental mechanisms gone awry at later ages, and highly suggestive signs of these mechanisms at work have now been detected by experimental genomic approaches. Therefore, I do not think existing evidence supports the idea that aging is programmed but rather that aging has programmatic features. These are cases of antagonistic pleiotropy, of a shortsighted watchmaker, not of a purpose.

In summary, it appears that aging is due, in part, to genetic programs that evolved to regulate development but progress into adulthood and gradually cause dysfunction. Understanding these programmatic contributions to aging and following the leads of this new paradigm in the study of aging and senescence might keep scientists busy for decades to come---even given the current and growing power of modern genomics ([@B53]). But we need not look so far into the future since we face many immediate questions: What are the specific transcriptional modules that regulate these programmatic features of aging? Why is there a reversal of some age-related gene expression changes and progression of others? How do these transcriptional changes influence, and how are they influenced by, cellular and physiological changes? How do they interact with environmental factors like diet? Can we identify miRNAs, transcription factors, and epigenetic alterations high in the hierarchy of these alterations, which we can then test experimentally? Crucially, if we can unravel the regulatory elements of these programmatic features, can we manipulate them by diet, drugs, or other therapy?
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